Overview

In this version, students will have more options of how to add upload work and answer test questions. They will also see an updated view of the grading grid.

In this release, any feature/enhancement that originated for teachers or students will be noted with the Cobb County School District logo.

Key Changes

Additional Text Editor

The text editor for all users now contains three new options for adding content. You can take a picture from your device’s camera or a screenshot directly from the editor. This allows you to easily upload a picture of your work, or upload a screenshot directly.

Audio recording is now possible directly from the editor. You can record and add audio in discussions, assignments and assessments.

In addition to Latin, Greek and Cyrillic characters, the option now exists to add Chinese, Japanese, and Korean characters.

Up-tempo Transition

A visual transition has been added assessments with Up-tempo administration enabled. This will give you a visual notification that the question has changed.

Optional Keypad on Assessments

If turned on by your teacher, a keypad will be available on math assessments giving you a different way to enter numbers directly on the screen.
Consolidated Rubric Display for Students
When attached to an assignment, discussion, or assessment, rubrics will display more prominently for you as you interact with the task.

Grading Grid Updates
The assignment screen has been consolidated with icons that are more cleanly show progress on assignments.

Assignment Groups Sorting and Hiding
In the CTLS Student Portal, you can hide assignments that are in groups as well as create a custom sort for assignments inside of groups. Assignment hiding will let you hide

Student Portal Filter/Sort Saving
When you do a custom sort or filter within the student portal in My Grades, Calendar, or My Assignments, those filter choices will be saved for the entire time you are logged in. If you are in the My Assignments page, your filters will stay even if you switch classes.

Module Navigation Preferences
Navigation preference when interacting with a module will be saved, this includes the displaying the module tree as expanded/collapsed and the screen width (small, medium, wide). The navigation preference will be saved even if you logout/in and return to the module which will eliminate the need to change preferences with every login.

Module Navigation Arrows
The Module Navigation arrows have been moved to the bottom middle of the page for quicker transitioning between pages/booklets. The enhancement provides a more streamlined view of the module in the student portal when in full screen.